
NEW FLATWEAVE RUGS

A Rum Fellow introduce new handwoven flatweave rugs with more designs 
and colourways coming. The rugs can also be customised in colours, size, and 
technique. Goodweave certified.

Flat weave rugs, also known as dhurries or kelims, are woven on a loom, 
created by interlocking warp and weft threads to form a non-pile rug. 
Flatweave rugs are very durable and easy to care for. 

Image: Periscope Melba (size shown 200 x 300cm £2640)



The Ocular and Periscope rug play with perspective and optical illusion 
weaving familiar narratives into fresh new designs. The processes of patchwork 
and mending infuse these deigns with geometric patterns which are softened 
and brought to life with rich playful colour palettes.

Ocular
Colours:  Mellow 
Price from £1620
Handwoven Flatweave in NZ Wool

Periscope 
Colours:  Melba, Mirage, Fired, Nightshade 
Price from £1620
Handwoven Flatweave in NZ Wool

Image: Ocular Mellow (size shown 200 x 300cm £2640)



The Zaeo design takes inspiration from the golden era of circus and the 
striking graphic identity and evocative colours of the tickets. The rug takes its 
name from the mighty Zaeo one of the first female trapeze artists who caused a 
stir amongst polite society in the 1800s. 

Colours:  Paddock, Feather, Canon 
Price from £1620
Handwoven Flatweave in NZ Wool

Image: A Rum Fellow Zaeo Paddock (size shown 185 x 275cm £2240)



ABOUT

A Rum Fellow makes exceptional fabrics and rugs vibrant with pattern and 
colour, enhanced and intensified by an array of textures.  The feel is modern 
and joyful, and the quality is palpable.  

Whether bought from the roll, or commissioned, everything A Rum Fellow 
produces needs to be seen and touched to appreciate its individuality.  Look 
at the underside of the brocades and you find the loops of knotted threads and 
feel an immediate tactile link with the fingers that worked them. 

Founders Dylan O’Shea and Caroline Lindsell have an unconventional 
approach, and this is what informs their unique range of products.  Their 
shared passion for textiles and travel has fueled a joint ambition to create 
products of lasting value that enhance the lives of their makers as well as their 
consumers.  With the help of Fair Trade weaving co-operatives, they build 
relationships with small groups of weavers, finding those with the skills required 
to produce work of the finish and consistency demanded by the interior design 
trade.  

NEW London studio and showroom opening soon.
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